
Organizations looking to replace spreadsheet or legacy corporate performance 
management (CPM) applications with a modern solution should be provided the 
choice of deploying the new solution in the way that best suits their 
requirements.  Whether it’s the cloud, on-premise, or a combination of both – 
Finance and IT departments should be o�ered flexibility, with the assurance 
that their critical corporate data will be secure and the system will provide the 
availability and performance they require.

OneStream XF SmartCPM™ Platform
At OneStream, we believe your success is the only option. We started over to 
invent a SmartCPM platform that is easily extended with any of our XF 
MarketPlace solutions. OneStream XF Cloud allows you to deploy in the Cloud 
on day one or move to the Cloud when you are ready. With verifiable 100% 
customer success and reference ability, OneStream XF is truly game changing.
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XF CLOUD

Move to and from 
on-premise and cloud

Guaranteed resources 
and performance on 
demand

Upt ime Guaranteed
99.95%



100%
CUSTOMER
SUCCESS

Flexible Deployment Options 
Architected from day one to take full advantage of the cloud. OneStream XF o�ers choice when it 

comes to deployment options. Deploy either on-premise or in the cloud with XF Cloud. By leveraging 

the Microsoft Azure® Cloud Platform, you get the right Corporate Performance Management 

deployment for your organization. OneStream lets you have it your way! Since OneStream was built for 

the cloud from the ground up, it’s only a matter of hours to move from On-Premise to the Cloud or 

vice-versa. You can not only have it your way but have it your way any day!
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Redundant to 
the minute for 

35 days

Resources 

“flex”
to meet 
system 

demands

Upgrade 
on your time 
frame in less 
than 2 hours

XF Cloud On - PremiseSmartCPM

OneStream XF

Built for Success
OneStream’s Cloud platform gives customers 
the power to easily scale up and out and feel 
confident in the security of their financial data. 
Unlike competing EPM cloud solutions, XF Cloud 
provides maximum privacy and can be 
customized for an organization’s precise needs. 
Built for the cloud and the ability to resize and 
modify the environment within minutes, 
performance is never an issue. Using Microsoft’s 
seamless technology stack, everything from 
configuration, backups and upgrades are 
infinitely easier and less expensive than 
traditional on-premise or hosted deployments. 

ONE SmartCPM™ Solution
Simplify IT maintenance and lower the total 
cost of deployment with XF Cloud, a SMART 
platform solution that leverages the Microsoft 
Azure platform that easily supports multiple 
environments. With on demand limitless 
resources providing uninterrupted workflow 
and complete data privacy, you get the right 
Corporate Performance Management solution 
for your organization.



Advanced Data Security
OneStream provides a secure platform for your most sacred financial data. 

OneStream’s robust cloud service complies with the most stringent industry 

regulations. Our flexible security model provides complete control over any 

intersection of data or user access, with unparalleled audit capabilities.

Pay For What You Use
OneStream strikes the balance between performance and scalability and cost. As 

you add additional solutions or grow through acquisition, the Microsoft Azure 

resources can be rapidly scaled to meet the demands of the new solutions or 

additional users. Additionally, you can reduce your consumption and ensure the most 

economical infrastructure. This dial up or down capability ensures the correct 

balance between cost and performance as you only pay for what you use.

Automatic Redundancy
3x Redundant data center reduces downtown and the risk of interruption to your 

financial processes, critical to running your business. OneStream provides backups 

to the mintute for 35 days

Cloud Services
OneStream offers full Cloud Services 

to take care of your Azure Cloud 

requirements and OneStream application 

to reduce the IT burden of maintaining 

infrastructure and application availability. 

As a supplement to IT staff, OneStream 

takes on the care and feeding of the 

application environment. Upgrades are 

done by us and on a time designated 

by you and not driven by someone 

else’s weekend schedule.

Data Where You Need It
Microsoft Azure maintains a global presence to 

help customers and partners meet their goal of 

providing applications close to their user base. 

Storage of data can be restricted to a single 

geography, region or country and provide 

complete data sovereignty.

RELIABLE
OneStream certified 

 environments

99.95% Uptime

Complete server 
 redundancy

Easily support 
multiple environments

Built for virtualization

SCALABLE
64-bit, in-memory
application

Zero latency memory 
 synchronization

Stateless server
 technology

Multicore optimized

Ability to scale out 
and up

Resize environment 
in minutes
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OneStream XF was architected from day one to optimize the cloud. OneStream 
XF Cloud is pre-configured, optimized & monitored for CPM performance 

without compromise.
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OneStream in the cloud has been incredibly adaptable.  We have 
people around the world accessing the system and its always 
available and always at peak performance.  In addition, OneStream XF 
Cloud has eliminated the need for IT to maintain infrastructure and 
databases, which saves time and money.”

“
-Don Bleasdell

VP of Finance
Team Industrial Services

OneStream XF Cloud Services
 Validated and benchmarked application environments

 Server maintenance

 Upgrades (on your schedule)

 Database restoration

 Application copies, monitoring and maintenance as needed

 Dedicated OneStream Cloud Support Team

 All at a known Cost

Microsoft Azure® Certified for:
 64-bit, in-memory application

 ISO/IEC 27001:2005

 SOC 1 and SOC 2 SSAE 18/ISAE 3402

 HIPAA Compliance

 Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act

 CSA Cloud Controls Matrix

 FedRAMP

 United Kingdom G-Cloud Impact Level 2
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We take the ultimate care with 
your most sacred financial 
information.

The Microsoft Azure® 
infrastructure addresses a 
wide range of international, 
country and industry-specific 
regulatory requirements.


